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Abstract

Linguistic dynamic systems (LDS) are dynamic processes involving mainly com-

puting with words instead of numbers for modeling and analysis of complex systems

and human–machine interfaces. The goal of studying LDS is to establish a methodology

of design, modeling, and analysis of complex decision-making processes bridging the

machine world in numbers and the human world in words. Specifically in this paper,

conventional dynamic systems are converted to different types of LDS for the purpose

of verification and comparison. The evolving laws of a type-I LDS are constructed by

applying the fuzzy extension principle to those of its conventional counterpart with

linguistic states. The evolution of type-I LDS represents the dynamics of state uncer-

tainty derived from the corresponding conventional dynamic process. In addition to

linguistic states, the evolving laws of type-II LDS are modeled by a finite number of

linguistic decision rules. Analysis of fixed points is conducted based on point-to-fuzzy-

set mappings and linguistic controllers are designed for goals specified in words for type-

II LDS. An efficient numerical procedure called a-cuts mapping is developed and

applied to obtain extensive simulation results.
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1. Introduction

In its traditional sense, modeling and analysis of dynamic systems are based

on computing that involves manipulation of numbers and symbols. By con-
trast, human employs mostly words in computing and reasoning to arrive at

conclusions expressed as words from linguistic premises. Therefore, incorpo-

rating computing with words into modeling and analysis will be an interesting

and important direction for future research. This is true especially when one is

dealing with social, political or economical, rather than engineering or physical

systems. In this paper, we outline an approach along this direction based on the

theory of linguistic dynamic systems (LDS) developed by Wang [22–26].

Clearly, many efforts have already been taken toward this objective in the
past [1,4,12,18]. For example, methods from knowledge based systems, expert

systems, linguistic structures, multi-valued logic, fuzzy logic, and many others

have been proposed and developed in the past three decades. Although these

methodologies have been successfully used to solve many problems in large

complex systems, none of them has led to a theoretical framework upon which

concepts and methods for system analysis and synthesis parallel to those well

known for conventional dynamic systems, such as stability analysis and control

design, can be developed. In [22–26], Wang have used Kosko’s interpretation
[10] of fuzzy sets to consider LDS as mappings on fuzzy hypercubes; and by

introducing cellular structures on hypercubes using equi-distribution lattices

developed in number theory [8], these mappings can be approximated as cell-

to-cell mappings in a cellular space [6,7], in which each cell represents a lin-

guistic term (a word) defined by a family of membership functions of fuzzy sets;

in this way, LDS can be studied in the cellular space, and thus, methods and

concepts of analysis and synthesis developed for conventional nonlinear

systems, such as stability analysis and design synthesis, can be modified and
applied for LDS; while cell-to-cell mappings provide us with a very general

numeric tool for studying LDS, it is not the most effective method to handle the

special cases of type-I and type-II LDS to be studied here.

In this paper, a LDS is called a type-I LDS if its states are linguistic and its

evolving laws are constructed based on conventional functions by using the

fuzzy extension principle [10,28], while a LDS is called a type-II LDS if its

states are linguistic and its evolving laws are modeled by a finite number of

linguistic rules. The difference between type-I and type-II LDS is two-folds:
First, the evolving laws of type-I LDS are of crisp forms and the fuzzy

extension principle is used to assign linguistic meanings of new states based on
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previous states. On the other hand, the evolving laws of type-II LDS are di-

rectly approximated by a finite set of linguistic rules. Second, the computa-

tional mechanisms behind type-I and type-II LDS are different. In type-I LDS,

the evolving of states is calculated accurately using the fuzzy extension prin-
ciple, while in type-II LDS, the evolving of states is computed approximately

using fuzzy compositions.

One special kind of LDS is fuzzy dynamic systems [19]. As addressed by

Layne and Passino [11], fuzzy dynamic systems can be generated from con-

ventional dynamic systems by using two methods. In their first method, the

fuzzy extension principle is used to transform a conventional equation into a

fuzzy model. From the LDS point of view, the state space of such fuzzy dy-

namic systems is transformed into a word space while the evolving laws are
described by conventional equations. Therefore, this kind of fuzzy dynamic

systems is a special case of type-I LDS. There are a few analytic results on the

fixed points of type-I LDS [3,13,20,21]. In [11], the Lyapunov stability of a

first-order fuzzy dynamic system with Gaussian membership functions was

studied. However, in general it is difficult to study the behaviors of type-I LDS

analytically. In this paper, we present a numerical method called a-cut mapping

to study type-I LDS. Their second method of generating fuzzy dynamic sys-

tems is to use fuzzy compositions. In this case, the corresponding fuzzy dy-
namic systems are a special case of type-II LDS of which the evolving laws are

represented by fuzzy relational matrices. An energetic function was introduced

in [9] to study the stability of this kind of type-II LDS and later its control-

lability [5]. A more comprehensive form of type-II LDS will be presented here

based on fuzzy mappings, along with an efficient numerical method for

studying their behaviors.

Most recently, Zadeh has proposed ‘‘fuzzy logic¼ computing with words’’

and the Generalized Constraint Language (GCL) to deal with propositions of
perception-based information [30,31]. In addition, Pedrycz’s group has devel-

oped the concepts and methods of information granularity [14], fuzzy granular

models [15], granular world [16], and algorithms and models of generalization

and specialization of information granules [17], which are quite useful in

hierarchical information representation and processing. For interested readers,

a good reference of the current work can be found in Wang’s edited book [27].

To a certain extend, those recent works are closely related to the work on LDS

described in the current paper, however, our focus here is more on dynamic
and computational aspects of computing with words.

The purposes of this paper are three-folds: First, a systematic framework for

LDS representing conventional dynamic systems will be established. Second,

the conclusions derived for behaviors of LDS are verified by comparing the

corresponding behaviors of conventional dynamical systems. Our purpose here

is not to use LDS to model simple conventional systems, but to demonstrate

the similarities and differences between conventional dynamic systems and
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LDS. Since the behaviors of conventional dynamic systems are well known, a

benchmark can be easily set up for the purpose of comparison. Third, we try to

use numerical simulation results to discover and show the unique properties of

LDS.
The organization of this paper is as follows: The method of converting

conventional dynamic systems to type-I LDS based on the fuzzy extension

principle and the numerical method for solving type-I LDS called a-cut map-

ping is constructed in Section 2; in Section 3 the structure, numerical procedure

and the existence of fixed-points of type-II LDS are discussed and in Section 4

the LDS controller design principles for controlling type-II LDS are addressed.

Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with remarks for future works.
2. Type-I linguistic dynamic systems

The procedure of converting a conventional dynamic system into a type-I

LDS is called abstracting process, namely, extracting linguistic dynamic models

in words from conventional dynamic models in numbers. To transfer a con-

ventional dynamic system into a type-I LDS, the fuzzy extension principle is

used to specify the computational procedure for the current linguistic states to
the next linguistic states. Note in this case, the system model has the same form

as that of the corresponding conventional dynamic system.

2.1. General type-I linguistic dynamic systems

Let us consider a conventional nonlinear autonomous discrete-time system
xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞÞ; k 2 N ; ð1Þ

where xðkÞ 2 Rn is state vector, and f : Rn ! Rn the evolving law. The union of

all interested states is denoted as Xx. The question is ‘‘if the initial state of this

system is given by a word or a linguistic term, what is the procedure to cal-

culate the evolving process of ‘‘words’’ through the conventional dynami-

cal system?’’ In terms of type-I LDS modeling, this process for system (1) is

represented as
X ðk þ 1Þ ¼ F ðX ðkÞÞ; k 2 N ; ð2Þ

where X ðkÞ is a word defined on W ðXxÞ and F : W ðXxÞ ! W ðXxÞ is a mapping

in the word domain, where N and W ðXxÞ are the sets of all integers and words

defined on Xx. Mapping F is computed using the fuzzy extension principle as

follows:
lX kþ1ð ÞðwÞ ¼
_
w¼f ðxÞ

lX ðkÞðxÞ 8w 2 Xx: ð3Þ
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In general, it is difficult to find the closed-form solution for (3). Therefore,

a numerical procedure should be developed to reveal its properties.
2.1.1. Numerical procedure for solving type-I linguistic dynamic systems

For numerical calculation of Eq. (3), a simple sampling of the universe of

discourse with the uniform resolution is not appropriate since in the vicinity of

asymptotically stable equilibrium points, the sampling resolution should be
much higher than those used in other regions. However, it is difficult to know

where the asymptotically stable equilibrium points are without numerical

analysis. To overcome this dilemma, one can trace the evolution of a-cuts of
linguistic states. Based on this consideration, a numerical procedure, called

a-cuts mapping, is introduced to analyze Eq. (3):

1. Step 1: Initialization

Set k ¼ 0; i ¼ 1 and initial linguistic state X ð0Þ ¼ X0. Choose a set of a
values fa1; . . . ; aSg, where alþ1 > al; l ¼ 1; . . . ; S 
 1, for the a-cuts.

2. Step 2: The evolving law

Calculate the ai-cut of the evolving law using the following equation:
X kð þ 1ÞaiðwÞ ¼
[
w¼f ðxÞ

X ðkÞai : ð4Þ
This equation shows that a point w 2 X ðk þ 1Þai if w ¼ f ðxÞ and x 2 X ðkÞai ,
where X ðkÞai denotes the ai-cuts of X ðkÞ.

3. Step 3: ai-Loop
If i < S, let i iþ 1, go to Step 2. Else, find X ðk þ 1Þ by combining a-cuts
into a fuzzy membership function using a discrete form of resolution of

identity [29] as
X kð þ 1Þ ¼
[
ai

aiX kð þ 1Þai ;
where aiX ðk þ 1Þai is the fuzzy set whose membership function is
laiX kþ1ð Þai
ðxÞ ¼ ai if x 2 X k þ 1ð Þai ;

0 otherwise:

�

4. Step 4: k-Loop

If k is less than a prescribed value then let k  k þ 1; i ¼ 1 and go to Step 2.

Else, stop.

By using the above procedure, we can find the corresponding type-I LDS

for nonlinear discrete-time control systems:
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x kð þ 1Þ ¼ f xðkÞ; uðkÞð Þ;
yðkÞ ¼ h xðkÞð Þ;
uðkÞ ¼ g yðkÞ; rðkÞð Þ:

ð5Þ
The behaviors of the corresponding type-I LDS in many cases are qualitatively

similar to those of its conventional counterpart. However, in many other cases,

its behaviors have no conventional counterparts. In order to reveal the unique
behaviors of type-I LDS, examples of linear type-I LDS is investigated next.

2.2. Linear type-I linguistic dynamic systems

Assume that all linguistic states are represented by fuzzy numbers, for a

linear control system,
x kð þ 1Þ ¼ AxðkÞ þ BuðkÞ;
yðkÞ ¼ CxðkÞ;
uðkÞ ¼ KyðkÞ þ rðkÞ:

ð6Þ
The corresponding type-I LDS is
X kð þ 1Þ ¼ AX ðkÞ þ BUðkÞ;
Y ðkÞ ¼ CX ðkÞ;
UðkÞ ¼ KY ðkÞ þ RðkÞ:

ð7Þ
Note that in (7), A, B, C and K represent fuzzy operations based on the

extension principle. Here the boldface is used to distinguish them from con-

ventional matrices in (6). When system (6) is stable, the supports of linguistic

states X ðkÞ of the type-I LDS (7) can be either kept in finite regions or become

unbounded during the evolving processes as shown in the following examples:
A ¼
0:01 0:03 1:3

0 
0:01 2

1 0 
0:01

0B@
1CA; B ¼


1:5

1
2

0B@
1CA;

C ¼ 0 1 0:5ð Þ; K ¼ 
0:3:
The eigenvalues of A are 1.1624, )1.1162, and )0.0563, so the original plant is

unstable, the eigenvalues of ðAþ BCKÞ are 0.9680, )0.4890+ i0.6185, and

)0.4890) i0.6185, thus, the controlled plant is stable. Fig. 1(a) shows the

waveform of x1ðkÞ with initial conditions x1ð0Þ ¼ x2ð0Þ ¼ x3ð0Þ ¼ 2 and r ¼ 1.

To demonstrate that the conventional dynamic system is a special case of the
corresponding type-I LDS, in Fig. 1(b) the support of X ð0Þ is chosen to be very

close to the crisp initial state in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows X1ðkÞ with initial



Fig. 1. Dynamics of uncertainty: (a) x1ðkÞ, (b) X1ðkÞ with very small amount of initial uncertainty,

(c) X1ðkÞ with big amount of initial uncertainty.
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conditions X1ð0Þ ¼ X2ð0Þ ¼ X3ð0Þ ¼ ‘‘very very close to 2’’, represented by

triangle fuzzy numbers with supports of size 2� 10
10. R¼ ‘‘very very close to

1’’, represented by a triangle fuzzy number with support of size 2� 10
10. Note

that in this case the behavior of the type-I LDS is almost the same as that of its
conventional counterpart. However, although the center of area of X1ðkÞ is still
equal to x1ðkÞ, the support of X1ðkÞ grows exponentially with respect to k. As

one can see from Fig. 1(b), the support of X1ðkÞ grows from the order of 10
10

to the order of 10
1 in 29 iterations. To make this more clear, in Fig. 1(c) the

sizes of supports of X1ð0Þ;X2ð0Þ;X3ð0Þ and R are all chosen to 2. Observe that

the support of X1ðkÞ expands to the size of the order of 109 in 29 iterations in

this case, however, the center of area of X1ðkÞ is still equal to x1ðkÞ no matter

how big and how fast the supports grow.
This example indicates that the uncertainty of the initial condition grows

exponentially for a stable linear system. Is this a general case? To address this

question, let us analyze the evolving processes of supports of linguistic states.

For a fuzzy number X , let us use suppðX Þ to denote the size of its support.

It follows from Eq. (7) that
supp Xi kðð þ 1ÞÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

aij
�� ��supp XjðkÞ� 

þ
Xm
j¼1

bij
�� ��supp UijðkÞ� 

;

supp YlðkÞð Þ ¼
Xn
q¼1

clq
�� ��supp XqðkÞ

� 
;

supp UijðkÞ
� 

¼
Xp
l¼1

kjl
�� ��supp YlðkÞð Þ þ supp RjðkÞ

� 
:

From which we have
supp Xi kðð þ 1ÞÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1

aij
�� ��supp XjðkÞ� 

þ
Xm
j¼1

Xp
l¼1

�
Xn
q¼1

bij
�� �� kjl�� �� clq�� ��supp XqðkÞ� 

þ
Xm
j¼1

bij
�� ��supp RjðkÞ� 

¼
Xn
q¼1

aiq
�� ��"
þ
Xm
j¼1

Xp
l¼1

bij
�� �� kjl�� �� clq�� ��#supp XqðkÞ� 

þ
Xm
j¼1

bij
�� ��supp RjðkÞ� 

6Dk
Xn
q¼1

aiq
�� ��"
þ
Xm
j¼1

Xp
l¼1

bij
�� �� kjl�� �� clq�� ��#þ Ck

Xm
j¼1

bij
�� ��;
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where
Dk¼
D
max
n

q¼1
supp XqðkÞ

� 
; Ck¼

D
max
m

j¼1
supp RjðkÞ

� 
;

when
Xn
q¼1

aiq
�� ��"
þ
Xm
j¼1

Xp
l¼1

bij
�� �� kjl�� �� clq�� ��#þXm

j¼1
bij
�� �� < 1; ð8Þ
we have
lim
k!1

supp RðkÞð Þ ¼ 0; then lim
k!1

supp Xi kðð þ 1ÞÞ ¼ 0:
For the example presented in Fig. 1, clearly condition (8) is not satisfied.

However, condition (8) is only sufficient for preventing the initial uncertainties

from growing exponentially. In order to have a better understanding of the

propagation of initial uncertainties in type-I LDS, let us assume that reference

signal rðkÞ ¼ 0, then system (6) can be rewritten as
xðk þ 1Þ ¼ ðAþ BKCÞxðkÞ

of which the corresponding type-I linear LDS is given by
X ðk þ 1Þ ¼ ðAþ BKCÞX ðkÞDMX ðkÞ;
where M ¼ fmijgDAþ BKC. The dynamics of the center of area of X ðkÞ is
determined by the eigenvalues ofM matrix while the dynamics of suppðX ðkÞÞ is
characterized by the eigenvalues of matrix eM ¼ fjmijjg. This is due to the fact
that suppðX ðkÞÞ satisfies the following relationship:
suppðX ðk þ 1ÞÞ ¼ eM suppðX ðkÞÞ:

We present two examples to illustrate this conclusion. Assume
M1 ¼
0:8 0 0

0 0:9 0

0 0 0:7

0@ 1A

and let M ¼ TM1T
1 then M had the same eigenvalues as M1. If we choose T as
T ¼
1 2 3

20 300 100

10 10000 100

0@ 1A

thus
M ¼ TM1T
1 ¼
0:9556 
0:0079 0:0002
5:2493 0:5325 0:0100
7:7953 
0:4457 0:9118

0@ 1A:



Fig. 2. Dynamics of uncertainty: (a) X1ðkÞ with expanding supports, (b) X1ðkÞ with converging

supports, (c) the center of area of X1ðkÞ for (a) and (b) (marked by ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘*’’, respectively).
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In this case, the eigenvalues of eM are given by 0.4459, 1.0649 and 0.8892. Since

one of the eigenvalues of eM is out of the unit circle, suppðX ðkÞÞ will increase
exponentially. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the initial con-

ditions for all linguistic states are chosen as a triangle fuzzy number with
parameter [left, center, right] ¼ [1, 2, 3].

If we choose T as
T ¼
1 2 30

20 300 100
10 10000 100

0@ 1A;
then
M ¼ TM1T
1 ¼
0:6803 0:0061 
0:0001

0:4050 0:8190 0:0025

0:6015 
0:0203 0:9007

0@ 1A:
The eigenvalues of eM are given as 0.6643, 0.8332 and 0.9025. Since all eigen-
values of are within the unit circle, suppðX ðkÞÞ converges to zero. The simu-

lation result is shown in Fig. 2(b). The centers of area of X1ðkÞ; cðkÞ, for the

above two cases are shown in Fig. 2(c) as two curves marked by ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘*’’,

respectively. Observe that in both cases the centers of area approaches to 0.

The evolving process of c1ðkÞ is the same as the conventional states x1ðkÞ with
x1ð0Þ ¼ c1ð0Þ.
3. Type-II linguistic dynamic systems

In a type-II LDS, the numeric state space is converted to a linguistic one,

and the evolving laws are transformed from numerical functions to linguistic

rules. Type-II LDS can be generated by using various kinds of mechanisms.

Still, the most convenient one is based on the fuzzy extension principle.

Let us use the first equation (i.e., the plant) in control system (5) as an

example to show the method of transforming a conventional dynamic system

into a type-II LDS. Assume that the state and control spaces Xx and Xu are
covered by word sets fX1; . . . ;XNxg; fU1; . . . ;UNug, respectively, then the

corresponding type-II LDS model for (5) can be defined by Nx � Nu rules,

expressed as a rule base,
Rplant¼D

Rp X1;U1ð Þ Rp X1;U2ð Þ � � � Rp X1;UNuð Þ
Rp X2;U1ð Þ Rp X2;U2ð Þ � � � Rp X2;UNuð Þ

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

Rp XNx ;U1ð Þ Rp XNx ;U2ð Þ � � � Rp XNx ;UNuð Þ

8>>>><>>>>:

9>>>>=>>>>;; ð9Þ
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where RpðXi;UjÞ; 16 i6Nx; 16 j6Nu is a linguistic rule of the form
If X ðkÞ is Xi; UðkÞ is Uj; then X ðk þ 1Þis F ðXi;UjÞ: ð10Þ

Using the fuzzy extension principle, word F ðXi;UjÞ is calculated by
lF Xi ;Ujð Þ wð Þ ¼
_

w¼f x;uð Þ
lXi xð Þ ^ lUj uð Þ 8w 2 Xx: ð11Þ
Therefore, RpðXi;UjÞ is a fuzzy implication with a membership function spec-

ified by
lRp Xi;Ujð Þ v; u; xkþ1ð Þ ¼ lXi vð Þ ^ lUj uð Þ ^ lF Xi;Ujð Þ xkþ1ð Þ:
Intuitively, as the number of words covering Xx;Xu increases, the accuracy of a

type-II LDS approximating its conventional counterpart improves. However,

this statement is not quite true because the approximation accuracy depends on
not only the number of words used but also the nature of fixed points of the type-

II LDS. In many cases, the fixed points of a type-II LDS are not in the vicinity of

those of its conventional counterpart even though Nx � Nu are quite large.

3.1. Examples

As an example, we examine the well-known logistic system controlled by a

simple feedback rule:
x kð þ 1Þ ¼ 
c xðkÞ
�


 1

2
1

�
þ 1

c

��2
þ c

1

4
1

�"
þ 1

c

�2
#
þ uðkÞ;

yðkÞ ¼ xðkÞ;
uðkÞ ¼ 
1:5yðkÞ:

ð12Þ
When c ¼ 1, this controlled system asymptotically approaches 0. Since logistic

system can become chaotic through a period-doubling bifurcation route,

parameter perturbations can easily induce periodic and even chaotic behaviors.

When we transfer system (12) into a type-II LDS, the parameter perturbation
may be such that the logistic system becomes chaotic. In this case, the corre-

sponding type-II LDS may oscillate irregularly.

In Fig. 3(a), the rule base for the corresponding type-II LDS with 5 · 5
words is presented. The center of area of X ðkÞ; cðkÞ, is shown in Fig. 3(b). Note

that in this case cðkÞ locates exactly at the equilibrium point of the conven-

tional control system. This is just a special case where the type-II LDS happens

to have a fixed point of which the center of area is at 0. Generally speaking, an

increase in the number of words does reduce the approximation errors. Let us
choose the average of cðkÞ (denoted by �c) between k ¼ 30 and 40 as the average

approximation of type-II LDS to the conventional system under various sit-



Fig. 3. (a) Rule base for type-II LDS with 5· 5 words covering the state and control spaces.

(b) Centers of area of X ðkÞ.
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uations, then list �c as a function of Nx ¼ Nu. The results are presented in Table

1, where symbols S, P2 and PM denote steady, period-2 and irregular oscil-

lating solutions, respectively. From this table we first observe that �c shows a

decreasing trend when Nx becomes large. Second, cðkÞ becomes more and more
likely to oscillate irregularly around its average value as Nx increases. This is



Table 1

Relation between Nx and center of area of linguistic state, a chaotic system

Nx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

c 0 )0.91 0 )0.58 0 )0.34 )0.17 )0.27 )0.14 )0.07 )0.04
Remark S S S P2 S P2 S P2 PM P2 PM

Table 2

Relation between Nx and center of area of linguistic state, a stable system

Nx 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15 20

c )0.48 )0.44 )0.35 )0.30 )0.26 )0.21 )0.18 )0.17 )0.15 )0.135 )0.13 )0.09 )0.08
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because when Nx increases, the number of fixed points of the LDS increases

so that the solution is more likely to jump from one fixed point to another.

Since logistic system is chaotic under different parameter perturbations, it is

not very clear how much its chaotic behaviors contribute to the approximation

errors of the type-II LDS to the conventional counterpart. To clarify the effects

of number of words to the approximation error, examine a very simple control

system
x kð þ 1Þ ¼ 1:1xðkÞ þ uðkÞ;
yðkÞ ¼ xðkÞ;
uðkÞ ¼ 
1:5yðkÞ:

ð13Þ
This system converges to 0 with arbitrary initial conditions. Using the similar
process as in the previous example, the relation between �c and Nx is presented
in Table 2, from which one can observe that �c approaches to zero monotoni-

cally as Nx increases. This is consistent to the intuition that the more words a

LDS uses to model a conventional system, the more accurate the approxima-

tion will be.

3.2. Fixed points of type-II linguistic dynamic systems

To simplify our analysis, here we only study the fixed points of autonomous

type-II LDS. Assume a set of words fX1; . . . ;XNxg is used to cover Xx, and that

each word is represented by a fuzzy set:
Xi¼D lXiðxÞ; x 2 Xx; i ¼ 1; . . . ;Nx:
The evolving law consists of Nx rules in a rule base,
Rp¼D Rp X1ð Þ;Rp X2ð Þ; . . . ;Rp Xxð Þ
� �

; ð14Þ

where RpðXiÞ, 16 i6Nx are linguistic rules of the form
If X ðkÞ is Xi; then X ðk þ 1Þ is W Xið Þ;
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where Xi and W ðXiÞ are two fuzzy sets. Using the extension principle, for a

conventional autonomous dynamic system,
xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞÞ;

the membership function of W can be calculated as
lW Xið ÞðwÞ ¼
_
w¼f ðxÞ

lXiðxÞ; x 2 Xx:
Therefore, RpðXiÞ is an implication whose membership function is given by
lRp Xið Þ v; xkþ1ð Þ ¼ lXiðvÞ ^ lW Xið Þ xkþ1ð Þ:
Now, given a linguistic state X ðkÞ, it follows from the linguistic model (14) that

the state at ðk þ 1Þth iteration, X ðk þ 1Þ, is found by the following sup-*

composition:
l½i�X kþ1ð Þ xkþ1ð Þ ¼
_
v

lX ðkÞðvÞ
h i

^ lXiðvÞ ^ lW Xið Þ xkþ1ð Þ
h i

8xkþ1 2 Xx
and
lX kþ1ð Þ xkþ1ð Þ ¼
_

16 i6Nx

l i½ �X kþ1ð Þ xkþ1ð Þ: ð15Þ
Assume all fuzzy sets used for words are convex, without loss of generality, for

a given state X ðkÞ, consider first only the contribution of the ith rule RpðXiÞ to
the next state X ðk þ 1Þ:
lX kþ1ð Þ xkþ1ð Þ ¼
_
v

lX ðkÞðvÞ ^ lXiðvÞ
 !

^ lW Xið Þ xkþ1ð Þ: ð16Þ
This corresponds to the case when the ith rule is active and all the other rules

are not activated. Define xkv 2 Xx as a point satisfying
lX ðkÞ xkvð Þ ^ lXi xkvð Þ ¼
_
v

lX ðkÞðvÞ ^ lXiðvÞ;
then we can construct a point-to-fuzzy-set mapping w : Xx ! W ðXxÞ as
lw xkvð ÞðxÞ¼
D

lXk xkvð Þ ^ lXi xkvð Þ
" #

^ lW Xið ÞðxÞ 8x 2 Xx:
It follows from the definition of the fixed points of point-to-fuzzy-set mappings

that a fixed point of w; x� must satisfies the condition [2]
lw x�ð Þ x
�ð ÞP lw x�ð ÞðxÞ 8x 2 Xx: ð17Þ
Therefore, Eq. (16) can be represented in the form of a fuzzy mapping
X kð þ 1Þ ¼ w xkvð Þ
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from which and Eq. (17), if xkv is a fixed point of w then wðxkvÞ is a fixed point of

the ith rule. Therefore, from Theorem 2.4 of [2], if C � Xx is a nonempty

convex compact subset of a real locally convex topological vector space, and w
is a convex and closed fuzzy mapping over C, then w has a fixed point in C. The
fuzzy mapping w is closed if and only if it is upper semicontinuous, and it is

convex if and only if for any x 2 Xx, fuzzy set wðxÞ is a convex fuzzy set.

Therefore, a fuzzy set X � is a fixed point of the ith rule (16) if the following

conditions are satisfied:

C1: Xi and W ðXiÞ are convex.

C2: The supports of Xi and W ðXiÞ are overlapped to each other.

C3: lX � ðwÞ ¼ ð_xlX � ðxÞ ^ lXiðxÞÞ ^ lW ðXiÞðwÞ.

Once the fixed points of each rule are found, the fixed points of the entire

rule base Rp are simply the union of fixed points of all rules. When different

initial conditions are applied to a type-II LDS, the LDS can settle at different

equilibrium states which are the unions of fixed points of certain rules.

Remark. Conditions C1–C3 for the existence of fixed points of the ith rule have

important applications in the design of linguistic controllers for type-II LDS.
For example, assume that we have a plant whose dynamics is represented by a

type-II LDS and there are no fixed points or the fixed points are in undesirable

regions. In this situation, we can use linguistic control laws to manipulate the

dynamics of the plant such that conditions C1–C3 are satisfied in the desired

regions. It follows from condition C3 that a fixed point X � must be in W ðXiÞ.

To verify that conditions C1–C3 are sufficient to the existence of fixed points

of type-II LDS, consider the fixed points of the following rule:
If X ðkÞ is \close to 1"; then X ðk þ 1Þ is \close to 2":
Note that triangle fuzzy numbers are used to represent both ‘‘close to 1’’ and

‘‘close to 2’’, with corresponding supports as (0,2) and (1,3), respectively. Thus,

the overlapped region of two supports is interval (1,2), hence conditions C1

and C2 are satisfied. Analytically, the membership functions of Xi and W ðXiÞ
can described as
lXiðxÞ ¼
x; x 2 0; 1ð �;
2
 x; x 2 1; 2ð Þ;
0; otherwise:

8<: lW Xið ÞðxÞ ¼
x
 1; x 2 1; 2ð �;
3
 x; x 2 2; 3ð Þ;
0; otherwise:

8<:

Since both membership functions are symmetric with respect to x ¼ 1:5, it
follows that xkv ¼ 1:5; lXiðxkvÞ ¼ 0:5. Therefore, the ‘‘biggest’’ fixed point, X �1 , is
given by
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lX �
1
ðxÞ ¼

x
 1; x 2 1; 1:5ð �;
0:5; x 2 1:5; 2:5ð �;
3
 x; x 2 2:5; 3ð Þ;
0; otherwise;

8>><>>:

which is a trapezoid fuzzy set. Other fixed points have the general form
lX � ðxÞ ¼

x
 1; x 2 1; 1þ að �;
a; x 2 1þ a; 3
 að �;
3
 x; x 2 3
 a; 3ð Þ;
0; otherwise:

8>><>>:

However, to which fixed point the type-II LDS converges depends on initial

states. If the support of the initial state is not overlapped with that of Xi, then
the type-II LDS does not approach to fixed points.

The numerical results are shown in Fig. 4. The a-cuts mapping with S ¼ 40

is used in the computation. In Fig. 4(a) shows the result when initial state
. Fixed points of a simple type-II LDS: (a) the ‘‘biggest’’ fixed point X �1 ; (b) the second fixed

hich is a subset of X �1 .
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X ð0Þ¼ ‘‘close to 1.5’’. Note that when k ¼ 1, the state is not at the fixed point.

At k ¼ 2, the state arrives at the ‘‘biggest’’ fixed point X �1 . In Fig. 4(b) presents

the result when initial state X ð0Þ¼ ‘‘close to 2’’. Note that when k ¼ 2, the state

arrives at a fixed point whose height is smaller than that of X � given in Fig.
4(a).
4. Linguistic control design for goal states specified in words

In many cases, one desires to drive a LDS to a prescribed state using lin-

guistic control laws, so called problem of designing linguistic controllers for

LDS. In this section, we present a simple procedure for constructing linguistic
controllers for type-II LDS along with several numerical examples.
4.1. Design procedure

The following procedure is proposed to construct a linguistic controller for a

type-II LDS:

1. Assume LDS model (9) has been founded using the procedure described in
the previous section or other methods.

2. Specify the control goal by word X �. It is impossible to make the controlled

LDS to arrive at X � unless for some i; j and U ;X � satisfies
lX � ðxÞ ¼
_
v;u

lX � ðvÞ ^ lUðuÞ½ � ^ lXiðvÞ ^ lUj uð Þ ^ lF Xi ;Ujð ÞðxÞ
h i

8x 2 Xx:
3. In order to make the controlled LDS settle at X �, find all i and j such that

suppðX �Þ and suppðF ðXi;UjÞÞ are overlapped, namely,
K¼D i; jð Þjsupp X �ð Þ \ supp F Xi;Uj
� � �

6¼ /
�
:

If K ¼ /, then the LDS cannot be controlled to state X � and one has to go

back to Step 2 and choose a new control goal.

4. Although it is impossible to control an LDS without introducing additional

uncertainties along the control process, our goal is to find an optimal con-

trol policy that would minimize the uncertainty in the final state. However,
it is extremely difficult to conduct such optimization over the entire control

process at this point. Instead, a stepwise minimization of uncertainty for the

next state is performed on the control policy here. Define the loss of cer-

tainty as the amount of decrease in the maximum truth value of the mem-

bership of the next state, and then the following procedure is used to

determine the control word at iteration k:
4.1. Let ðp; qÞ point to the first element of the set K and set C ¼ 0.
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4.2. Calculate
xmax ¼
_
x

lX ðkÞðxÞ ^ lXpðxÞ:
4.3. Choose control Up;qðkÞ satisfying the relation
xmax 6

_
u

lUp;qðkÞðuÞ ^ lUqðuÞ:

Obviously, the simplest way to choose Up;qðkÞ is to make Up;qðkÞ ¼ lUqðuÞ.
Another possible way to find Up;qðkÞ is to use equation

xmax ¼
_
u

lUp;qðkÞðuÞ ^ lUqðuÞ:

Note that there are infinite many solution for this equation and so it pro-

vides us an additional degree of freedom for choosing control words. In our

simulation, we simply set Up;qðkÞ to

lUp;qðkÞðuÞ ¼ xmax ^ lUqðuÞ:

4.4. Calculate
Fmax ¼
_
x

lX � ðxÞ ^ lF Xp ;Uqð ÞðxÞ:
4.5. If C < minðxmax; FmaxÞ go to Step 4.6, otherwise, let
C ¼ min xmax; Fmaxð Þ and UðkÞ ¼ Up;qðkÞ:
4.6. If ðp; qÞ is not the last element in K, then let ðp; qÞ point to the next ele-

ment in K and go to Step 4.2.

4.7. Choose UðkÞ as the control policy at iteration k. UðkÞ guarantees that
the loss of certainty in the state is minimized from k to k þ 1.

5. Calculate X ðk þ 1Þ using the fuzzy composition and rule base in Eq. (9).

6. If stopping conditions are not met, go to Step 4. Else, stop.

Remark. Notice that this linguistic control algorithm is to emulate a dynamic

policy maker by minimizing the loss of certainty at each iteration. It is possible

to construct different linguistic controllers if goals or criteria for optimization
are different. Since LDS are most likely applied to deal with ‘‘soft’’ decision-

making processes and used by human policy makers, the standard ‘‘defuzzifi-

cation’’ procedure in fuzzy control systems may not be necessary here.

4.2. Numerical examples

Fig. 5 presents the evolving relations RpðXi;UjÞ of a type-II LDS that has

been produced from the controlled logistic system using the extension principle



Fig. 5. Evolving relations of a type-II LDS from logistic system with 7· 7 words.
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with parameter c ¼ 1 when 7 words are used to cover Xx and Xu, respectively.
The first row of Fig. 5 lists all state words Xi; i ¼ 1; . . . ; 7: while the first column

lists all input or control words. Uj; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 7. Each membership function is

represented by its 20-level a-cuts. The membership function in the ðjþ 1Þth
row and ðiþ 1Þth column represents F ðXi;UjÞ. Our goal is to control this type-

II LDS to a given word X � when its initial linguistic state is word X0. The

design procedure presented in Section 4.1 is used to find control words or

policies at each iteration. The following numerical examples are used to illus-

trate the proposed procedure for designing LDS controllers.
Fig. 6. Simulation 1––initial state, control goal, final control and state.



Fig. 7. Simulation 1: (a) linguistic state X ðkÞ, (b) COA of X ðkÞ, (c) control UðkÞ.
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In the first simulation, the initial condition is given by X0¼ ‘‘close to 0.2’’
with a membership function given at the upper-left corner of Fig. 6. The
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control goal is word X � ¼ ‘‘close to 1’’ with a membership function given at the

upper-right corner of Fig. 6. The evolving process of the state is shown in Fig.

7(a). Note that after one iteration, the controlled LDS settles at a word very

close to the control goal. Therefore the control policy works well to drive the
LDS to ‘‘close to 1’’. This can be clearly seen from the center of area of

X ðkÞ; cðkÞ, as shown in Fig. 7(b), where cðkÞ is only a little bit less than 1 for

kP 2. The evolving process of the control policy is illustrated in Fig. 7(c). For

the purpose of comparison, the membership function of the final state

Xf ¼ X ð6Þ is presented in Fig. 6. Clearly, the support of Xf is much bigger than

that of X �, the controlled result is only a fuzzy approximation to the control

goal.

In the second simulation, the initial condition is given by X0¼ ‘‘close to 0.2’’
and the control goal is X � ¼ ‘‘close to 0.5’’, as shown in Fig. 8.

The evolving process of the state is illustrated in Fig. 9(a). Note that after

two iterations, the controlled LDS settles to a period-2 solution near the

control goal X �. This can be clearly seen from the center of area of X ðkÞ in Fig.

9(b). The evolving process of the control policy is presented in Fig. 9(c). Ob-

serve that the control policy also has a periodic-2 oscillation mainly due to the

low accuracy of the LDS plant model. To eliminate this oscillation, one needs

to increase the accuracy of the LDS plant model by using more words to cover
Xx and Xu.

In the third simulation, instead of 7 words, 10 words are used to cover Xu
and a new LDS plant model is produced as shown in Fig. 10. Assume that the

initial state and control goal are the same as in Fig. 8, the control result is

presented in Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a) indicates that after the first iteration the system

arrives at an equilibrium word that takes X � as its subset. However, as shown

in Fig. 12, the support of the equilibrium word is almost 7 times as bigger as
Fig. 8. Simulation 2––initial state, control goal, final control and state.



Fig. 9. Simulation 2: (a) linguistic state X ðkÞ, (b) COA of X ðkÞ, (c) control UðkÞ.
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that of X �. Therefore, the uncertainty in the equilibrium word is much higher

than that in X �. But the center of area of X ðkÞ, as shown in Fig. 11(b), indicates

that the equilibrium word is reasonably ‘‘close to 0.5’’ and thus the control goal

is accomplished. The evolving process of the control policy is described in Fig.
11(c).
5. Concluding remarks

In this paper we present the concepts and structures of type-I and type-II

LDS for abstracting linguistic dynamic models from conventional dynamic



Fig. 10. Evolving relations of a type-II LDS from logistic system with 7· 10 words.
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systems described by differential or difference equations. A numerical proce-

dure called a-cuts mapping for analyzing type-I and type-II LDS is developed

and behaviors of the fixed points of type-II LDS are investigated. In addition,

to drive a type-II LDS to given goal states specified by words or linguistic, a

simple method of constructing linguistic controllers for type-II LDS is pro-

posed and simulation results indicate that linguistic controllers perform well if
LDS plant models are accurate enough.

In actual applications, the design of an LDS usually begins with raw data

and one needs to use different technologies to ‘‘extract’’ LDS models from the

data. Our future work will focus on such LDS whose control strategies would

be management policies for complex systems or processes, such as social and

economical systems and their decision-making processes. While LDS control-

lers may not be ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘accurate’’ enough to control conventional systems

whose structures and parameters are normally known with great accuracy, they
may still have great potential in decision making and decision analysis for

complex systems whose structures and parameters are virtually unknown and

are extremely difficult to find or even identify. Of course, the current work is

only a small step towards such objectives.



Fig. 11. Simulation 3: (a) linguistic state X ðkÞ, (b) COA of X ðkÞ, (c) control UðkÞ.
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